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COMMENCEMENT
The event started off with registration of attendees. The

opening address by

Tobiloba Ajayi commenced at 11am, thanking the participants for taking time to
attend and reiterating the focus of the symposium which was Achieving Inclusive
Education for Children with Cerebral Palsy : The Parent Teacher Collaboration.
The opening remarks also ran down the events of the day which included two main
speakers and a break out session.
organisation in its first year.

Participant’s Registration

The speech also covered the impact of the

Opening Remarks

COMPERES
The event was co-ordinated by two amazing comperes who kept the participants
entertained

and

ensured

a

good

flow

The Comperes Brainstorming

of

the

events

of

the

day.

PRESENTATIONS BY SPEAKERS
The First speaker, Mrs. Bukola Ayinde spoke on the topic, The Parents Role in
successful inclusion where she highlighted main points such as:
1. Choosing schools that truly meet the child’s need and the parents can afford.
2. Partnering with the school to work with the child
3. Following all home programs that the child is given at school
4. Being honest with the school about the child’s needs
5. Be willing to teach the school how best to work with your child.

Bukola Ayinde,: The Role of Parents In Successful Inclusion

BREAK OUT SESSION
Bukola Ayinde’s session was followed by a breakout session when the room was
divided into two groups-One group for teachers and the second group for parents.
Each group was to discuss their unique challenges with Inclusive Education for

children with Cerebral Palsy in a no holds barred manner and recorded their findings
to provided sheets.

Parents Break Out Session

Teachers Break Out Session

The findings from the breakout sessions were as follows:

Parents identified the following challenges
1. School refusing to admit children with Cerebral Palsy
2. Lack of knowledge and skill by teachers
3. Undue punishments for children with Cerebral Palsy
4. Discrimination by other parents
5. Excessive demands by the schools
6. High School Fees
7. Segregation during classes
8. School owners refusing to train their teachers on inclusive practices
The Teachers Identified the following challenges:
1. Lack of Parents Cooperation
2. Unrealistic expectations from parents
3. Teachers lack of patience
4. Ineffective communication by parents
5. Discrimination from other parents
6. Parents comparing children
7. Lack of teacher training
8. Lack of empathy among teachers
9. Parents Living in Denial
10. Lack of student sensitization.
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
After both groups had collated their findings, each group had the opportunity to
present their findings to the whole house. This enabled each side to see the
challenges from the other parties’ perspective and to begin to find ways to effectively
collaborate so that we can work together to Let CP Kids Learn.

Parents’ Representative presenting their findings

Teachers’ Representative presenting their findings.

NETWORKING/ TEA BREAK
The presentation of findings was followed by a networking and tea break where all
participants were served light refreshments while they got to speak with each other
and form new alliances.

Participants Networking During Tea Break

PRESENTATION BY GIVINAS FOUNNDATION
After the networking break, the representatives of the Givinas Foundation presented
three Cerebral Palsy wheelchairs to pre-selected beneficiaries. The beneficiaries
were Oluwatitomi Abejide, (M, 5yrs old) Tamilore Abdulmalik (F, 5 yrs old ) and
Victoria Samuel ( F,3yrs Old)

Representative of Givinas Foundation Presenting CP Wheelchairs

Beneficiaries and parents with the representatives of Givinas Foundation

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
After the presentation of wheelchairs, the participants had the opportunity to have a
question and answer session with the host. The highlight of the question and answer
session was the ability of participants themselves to proffer solutions to the
challenges and questions posed by the other participants

Question and Answer Session

TEACHERS FOR INCLUSION

The second speaker, Mrs. Rhoda Odigboh brought up the rear by speaking on the
topic Teachers For Inclusion. Her talk examined key principles such as:
1. What teaching for Incursion means
2. Basic Inclusion Facts
3. Debunking Inclusion Myths
4. Classroom Management and teaching techniques for inclusive classrooms
5. Goals of inclusive teaching.
She took questions from the audience and rounded off the session.

Rhoda Odigbh, Teachers For Inclusion

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND WRAP UP
The event was brought to a close with announcements about upcoming conferences
and trainings and the announcement of the date for the next conference in 2019 and
the cutting of the anniversary cake.

Group Picture with the Anniversary Cake.

ATTENDANCE
The symposium had about 60 participants representing parents, teachers and
interested parties.

Cross Section of Participants

